SOFTWARE AUTOMATION TEST ENGINEER
JAVA/ANDROID

Posting ID: EM18313491
Company Website: http://www.stixis.com
Company: Stixis Technologies, Inc.
Work Location: Las Vegas, SFO
Position Type: Full-Time
Salary: DOE
College Major(s): Computer Science (CS)
College Level(s): Graduate Student, PhD. Student

OVERVIEW

About Stixis Technologies

Stixis (www.stixis.com) is a software technology innovation services enterprise with its core client focus on building architectural solutions that could enhance operational efficiency, manage large software developments, implementations through streamlined processes and robust technology capabilities. Stixis has always been an early mover in the adoption of new technologies which has helped building a reputation of leaving its indelible mark in diverse business sectors and domains through its core client focus on client-led products, client-strategy driven solutions and client-centric services. We are servicing our global clients on Business Process Automation (BPA) using Robotic tools and other emerging technologies including IoT and Blockchain. Stixis is authorized technology partner of Robotic Process Automation platform “Jidoka” for three continents India, North America, and South Africa.

Roles and Responsibilities
We are seeking a Software Automation Test Engineer Java/Android to become an integral part of our team! You will develop and execute software test plans in order to identify software issues.

● 5+ years of software QA testing experience or development experience for desktop, mobile, or cloud applications
● Strong experience testing Android applications
● Knowledge and experience architecting and writing tests in UI automation frameworks (e.g. Selenium)
● Knowledge of CI systems (e.g. Bamboo, Jenkins) and using them for automated deployment and automated tests

Education and Qualifications
Graduate
Preferred Skills
- Write Unit and Integration Tests across multiple platforms (Web, Android)
- Review product design documentation and ensure that features are developed according to design
- Develop test strategies, create test plans, and execute test cases using automation.
- Create/Evaluate test tools to improve test process and quality
- Devise and implement test strategies that adequately assess all software aspects
- Investigate and recreate reported defects
- Work with other engineers to troubleshoot and resolve coding issues
- Track and document all testing defects and resolutions
- Participate in the design and development for test automation and support

How to Apply
Send resume and cover letter to: CAREERS.USA@STIXIS.COM